Newman Catholic College
Refugee Welcome School Plan
Name of School: Newman Catholic College
Local Authority: Brent
Headteacher: Mr D P Coyle
Refugee Welcome School Co-ordinator Name: Amanda Wooster (Susan Grace SLT Link)
Refugee Welcome School Co-ordinator
Email: awooster@ncc.brent.sch.uk (sgrace@ncc.brent.sch.uk)
Refugee Welcome School Co-ordinator Phone: 020 8965 3947
Refugee Welcome School Co-ordinator Postal Address:
Harlesden Road
Willesden
London
NW10 3RN
Estimated Number of Pupils from a Refugee Background: 36
Have you sought engagement with NASUWT &/or other staff unions?: Yes (many staff
members are members in unions)
Do you have pupils resettled under the Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme?: Yes
Unaccompanied minors under the Dubs’ Amendment? Yes
Our school has GREAT experience of welcoming pupils from refugee backgrounds.
Our school DOES have staff with specialist skills or experience in supporting pupils from
refugee backgrounds

Refugee Welcome Plan
List here the practical steps your school will take and the systems you will put in place to ensure that refugee pupils
and their families receive a warm and generous welcome in the school and the wider community.

Currently NCC is already doing a lot to welcome refugees. The school has a dedicated
person whose job it is to oversee all of the activities and ensure that every refugee gets a
warm welcome. This also includes family networking and home visits. As soon as they enter
the school, each child gets assessed by the SEN and EAL department which measure their
levels of English and Maths. Those two teams serve as being at the heart of the school, and
are committed to seeing their needs. They have bridging lessons which take those children
who haven’t yet acquired the minimum English and Maths skills to progress into GCSE’s
and teach them from the start. Once they have successfully accomplished those lessons,
they are taken into mainstream education to complete their GCSE’s and go onto doing ALevels.

There is an emphasis on the arts as a way of allowing refugee students with lower levels of
English to still achieve, this is done through Physical Drama etc. Moreover, they have a
programme run as part of the NHS which aims to deliver Art Therapy in groups and
individually to support specific mental health needs of refugee children
Additionally learning camps during the holidays are becoming a key element of the school’s
provisions. The Summer camp was asked for by students and caters mainly for Syrian and
Middle Eastern students. They focus on developing their English, Maths and Science skills
and try and nurture an academic aspiration where there are ‘no limits but the sky’. However,
it is not just the children they aim to reach out to, they also incorporate family learning in
their camps as they try and get all the family involved too. The teaching staff is made up of
an anchor teacher and volunteers who assist with this process.
Newman Catholic College offers after classes for parents who speak predominantly Arabic.
The parents that make up the class only speak a small amount of English and as such one
of the teachers and a couple of Arabic speaking students assist the parents in being able to
pick up key words, phrases and terms of the English vocabulary. They do this through use
of verbal skills where the teacher provides the parents with words, explains what these
words mean and then gets the parents to repeat saying and spelling the word. There is also
use of students’ academic planners that have notes and school letters. This is done as a
means of prompting the parents to try and read what the messages are and familiarise
themselves with things the school could potentially send home to them. This class can be
witnessed to be a vital and useful aspect in assisting parents not just with their language
skills but also their confidence, and appears to be quite successful. However, some
suggestions for further improvement and progression of the class could be (1) having extra
Arabic and English speaking advocates who can assist on a more one to one basis and
provide more support for the parents who are identified to be struggling more than others;
and (2) use of more Arabic and English translation tools i.e. translation cards or audio
devices, to provide more reassurance in the confusion that can be caused from lack of
understanding from what the teacher is trying to teach and explain.
In the future, Newman Catholic College would like to broaden their parent’s skills classes,
to focus not only on English and Maths, but also branch out to offer options such as careers
fairs to support parents into work and to put their skills from home countries into practice in
the UK. They would also like to hire an Arabic speaker, preferably a refugee parent, to help
the refugee coordinator to improve EAL provision, this, in turn, reduces reliance on pupils
and allows them to flourish. They would also like to establish a Refugee Student Network
for mutual support including school alumni to ensure a sense of continuity and aspirations.

Refugee Learning Plan
List here how you will ensure all the staff and pupils at your school are educated about the importance of welcoming
refugees, and how you will incorporate learning about refugees into the curriculum and broader life of the school.

Currently Newman Catholic College have already been involved in many activities to not
only make sure all pupils and staff are educated about the importance of welcoming
refugees over the course of a year but they also have been raising the awareness around
the UK of these children in terms of their academic learning and school activities. To deal
with the diversity of the students’ cultural and social backgrounds as well as assisting them
to adapt to the completely new school and social communities, all the teaching and learning
in this college are processed under the Catholic vision and Newman values.
Some activities are planned to provide the refugee students with the opportunities to
integrate into the school community and to create the platforms for them to get familiar with
the school lives. For example, 10 Refugee students from Newman Catholic College were
selected and had the opportunity to take part in a youth football team match, children could
have more fun through the sports activities and be able more easily to make friends.
Besides the sporting activities, the college also organized the English Pen - Brave New
Voices creative writing and sharing project, allowing and encouraging refugee students to
share and display their story with the class as well as the wider school community.
In addition to the integration, Newman Catholic College also conducted several activities to
assist refugee students to re-build their confidence and to trigger off their enthusiasm for
starting journeys. Firstly, the college had introduced the innovative programme called
American School ‘Shine’ programme, which is aimed at collaborating on the identity and
presentation as well as benefiting students from sharing the process with others. Secondly,
the college has drama classes. Refugee students played the important role in ‘My Stories’,
which is a public performance about portrayal of war and individual narratives. Sixth form
students performed ‘Call for Life’ based on their own stories of leaving home and coming to
live in the United Kingdom. Another Sixth Form group performed a play about the negative
perception of the media in fuelling hate and attitudes towards refugees and immigration.
Moving to the learning itself, Newman Catholic College has held a clear perspective of the
importance of diversity at the core of teaching and learning. It has come up with several
ways to remove the potential barriers for refugee students in the study process, such as
drawing on the visual art to blender their backgrounds into academic work.
To arouse more public concern over the situations of the refugee students, the college has
decided to highlight Refugee Week with daily assemblies to all year groups and a
celebration event on Wednesday 21st July, to share and present the work has been created

throughout the year. Alongside this, the workshops would also be running during the event
to provide more people with the practical opportunities to know more and help the refugee
students.
In the future, Newman Catholic School would like to do drama productions with Queens
Park Community school. They are not only concerned about the students academic result
but also their cultural perspective. Working collaboratively to explore the best ways to
educate the refugee students is a two-side affair where, they also can exchange their
relevant experiences.
For the majority (local students), they need to understand more about refugees. Meanwhile,
for refugee students, in order to help them integrate with the local community better and
sooner, the school provides the opportunity for both of them to learn and understand each
other, for example, setting the cultures of the world day to encourage mutual understanding.
Being a refugee school, staff also need to improve their ability and being aware of the
change. Therefore, staff training in this school should focus on intercultural awareness and
supporting diverse needs of refugee students. The school also need to incorporate the fact
that NCC is a Refugee Welcome school into thestaff interview process.

Refugee Action Plan
List here how the school will engage with the wider community and refugee families to identify social injustices facing
refugees in the UK and take action to campaign for change.

Currently: Newman Catholic College already works to improve the lives of refugees and those
seeking sanctuary. NCC has formed good relationships with local organisations, such as
Paiwand who run after school clubs twice a week, Salisbury World and Caritas in order to
further its ability to take action to improve the situation for refugees in the area. The school has
also joined with organisations such as Amnesty to raise awareness around refugee issues, such
as creating a school team of refugee children for the Football Welcome event.
In coordination with Citizens UK, NCC has helped to pressure the local council to pledging to
offer sanctuary to 50 refugee families. The school has also formed excellent links with the local
Brent Action for Refugees group and has hosted events with them calling on local community
members, such as landlords, to do more to support refugees.
Alongside these more public actions the school has done work more privately, to understand the
problems local refugee families face. This work has involved home visits and one on one
meetings with refugees, to understand issues affecting them.
They have also supported local refugees and helped them build networks, for instance by
connecting refugees to benefits advisors and other support roles.

In response to issues raised by local refugees the school has embarked on a programme of
education with Citizens to tackle rises in hate crime.
Alongside this, NCC will be one of the flagship schools to launch the Refugee Welcome School
scheme and will be heavily involved in the upcoming launch event which will work to highlight
refugee issues amongst the wider community.
In 2 years time… NCC will have been accredited as a Refugee Welcome School and will have
been one of the flagship schools in the launch of the programme in 2017. As part of their
commitment to being a Refugee Welcome school they plan to conduct a listening campaign,
with the support of Citizens UK, meeting with refugee students, parents and local community
members. This will help NCC to formally identify the major concerns and issues of these groups.
This will be the starting point in order to develop leadership within the local refugee community.
From this campaign NCC will support interested refugees to develop their leadership abilities in
order for them to push for the issues they think are important.
NCC has already supported some students to become public speakers telling people their
refugee stories. In two years time this will be a formal speaker training programme, so that NCC
has a constant cohort of students who feel confident in telling their stories at public events that
push for change. This will be integrated with existing drama provision for refugees to tell their
story and will increase the impact the school has on action for refugees by helping to raise
awareness. It is a goal to have students speaking at public events throughout the school year.
All of this will also help to facilitate leadership within the school’s refugee community in order for
the community to take action themselves.
Simultaneously to this the school aims to have continued to apply pressure to the local council
and MP to make sure they keep their promise to resettle 50 refugee families. In 2 years time
thanks to coordinated public actions with Citizens and Brent Action for Refugees (BAR) NCC
hopes to have pushed for half of these families to have been resettled with the remaining half to
be resettled in the next 2 years.
The school will have also integrated volunteering with partners such as BAR, Citizens, Caritas
and Paiwand into its citizenship teaching to encourage all students to feel greater engagement
with action groups on this issue.
In 5 years time NCC aims to have been instrumental in the resettling of over 50 refugee
families in Brent, having applied consistent pressure to ensure the goal was reached by the
council. NCC will have worked with the local council to ensure that refugee community leaders
are given a regular meeting with local councillors and the constituency MP in order for their
specific needs to be taken account of.

The school will have formulated a set of training workshops and/or guidelines for local council
members to ensure refugees are being welcomed kindly. These guidelines and workshops will
also have equivalents for other schools wishing to follow NCC’s example in being a refugee
welcome school.
The school will have a large cohort of refugee student leaders (trained as speakers) past and
present that they will have structured into a local refugee leadership network either separately or
in conjunction with Brent Action for Refugees. Some of these student speakers will have told
their stories at major national events run by current partners such as Citizens and Amnesty.
Meanwhile NCC will have become a local hub for the refugee community to meet, develop
leaders and push for their interest locally and nationally.

AMERICAN SCHOOL IN LONDON :“WHO AM I & WHAT’S MY IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO SHINE
TO THE WORLD?”
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AMERICAN SCHOOL IN LONDON :“WHO AM I & WHAT’S MY IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO SHINE TO
THE WORLD?”
10 Newman boys, selected from Years 8 & 9, have been participating in 18 Saturdays of serious
fun and learning at the SHINE program, delivered by the American School in London.
A further 9 places were secured by Newman for girls and boys of neighbouring secondary
schools, who are members of Newman’s Syrian Holiday Camps scheme. So a total of 19 students
travel by minibus to St John’s Wood for American Serious Fun each Saturday.
SHINE is an enrichment experience for young students from local state schools. It comprises
masterclasses under the theme ‘Who am I? Who are we? Who are they?’, which are delivered by
ASL teachers supported by high school students. It is funded by the education charity, SHINE, In
addition to a wealth of hands-on creative and technology activities, such as ceramics, digital film
making, Lego robotics and journalistic writing, students are encouraged to identify their barriers
to learning and the social justice issues which affect them deeply, eg displacement, depression,
etc. The aim is that each student is equipped, not only with skills, but gains a greater
understanding of how they impact on their community and can change their world.
This term the students have been engaged in their personal project under the above theme and
will present these on 1 April in the ASL school auditorium to an audience of teachers and families
in their hundreds. As some Newman students started SHINE with only a few words of English, or
interrupted previous education, this is a huge undertaking, of which we are so proud.
The American School in London have also generously provided our Syrian students with a
bespoke Language School for an extra hour on Saturday mornings, delivered by Arabic speaking
ASL teachers. They have also delivered facilitation support free of charge to our Syrian Boys’
Peace workshops in January. Furthermore, practical support in terms of clothing, toys and food
are also regularly donated to our Newman Syrian families by ASL staff.
We wish to extend our gratitude to ASL co-ordinators, Sean Ross and Miranda Begley, for their
love in action for Newman’s children.
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Salusbury World in partnership with Newman Catholic College
Academic
Mentoring

We have got off to an exciting start this Spring term in
Salusbury
World, beginning our academic
mentoring project at Newman. We are
working with
seventeen year 11 pupils and we hope to have
increased this to 25 by the end of the summer term.
Mentoring has multiple benefits but, predominantly, the
aim is to raise the young person’s confidence in using the
English language, to increase their desire to attend school,
to complete school work, and to raise their confidence
and aspirations.
Salusbury World takes great care in pairing mentor to
mentee. One of the reasons we believe our mentoring has
proved so successful over the years is due to this careful
and diligent approach. Our mentors are extremely
knowledgeable, come from all walks of life and have a
broad age range. We offer training to our mentors, we
interview them, provide CP training and ask for two
references. We also interview each mentee and then work
towards finding an appropriate match, based on
personality and common interests.
English
PEN

Debating with mime
Salusbury World advice centre is based in Queens Park and
already, we have offered support to parents and staff from
NCC. Our advice ranges from benefits, immigration, housing
and secondary transfer, to work placements and university
applications. Please do feel free to come and make use of
this facility if you would like to.
Translators, may be booked by both parents and staff, for
any school or advice meeting.

Mentor -I really look forward to seeing
my mentee on Tuesdays. He's a very
bright, motivated young man who is
having to work at GCSE level in a
language that is relatively new to
him. He does this with humour and
determination. I think - and hope - he
gets some satisfaction out of the
sessions. I certainly do.”
Mentee - “I can’t say in words what
she (mentor) has done for me. It is too
too much.”
“My mentor encourages me all the
time. Now my maths is good!”
Salusbury World has invited the
wonderful English PEN to come in to work
with one of Newman’s EAL Project groups.
English PEN is the founding centre of a
worldwide writers’ association with 145
centres all over the world. They campaign to
defend writers and readers in the UK and
around the world whose human right to
freedom of expression is at risk. English PEN
work to remove inequalities, where they
exist, that prevent people’s enjoyment and
learning from literature. They open minds to
reading and creative writing.
English Pen have introduced Newman to
Ray Antrobus, a remarkable and
accomplished poet who has already,
through drama and creative word play,
elicited some thought provoking and
emotional writing. He is supporting our
refugee and migrant children to express
their stories in poetry as part of an
ambitious programme called ‘Brave New
Voices’.
The result of this 10 week workshop will be
a published book of poems by Newman
students and an evening of performance
poetry across a collection of London
schools.
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Advice and
Translators

YOUTH GROUP
(in association with Afghan Association Paiwand)
This is the second year of an exciting partnership
between Newman Catholic College and Harrowbased charity, Afghan Association Paiwand. Last
year saw an extensive mentoring programme for
our young asylum seekers from Afghanistan and
Albania plus a bespoke series of Peace Exchange
workshops for our Afghan student population.
This year we have a 30-week after-school Youth
Club on Mondays for Years 11-13, facilitated by Amy
White from Paiwand. It provides a regular safe
space for students to have fun, make friends, feel
less isolated, ask questions and learn new activities.
It serves to enhance their confidence, resilience
and skills in integrating into school life and adapting
to life in the UK.
Activities have included Beatboxing lessons with
the UK Champion, Bel Ehresman, Halloween &
Christian Light festivals plus Sexual Health &
Healthy Relationships based on Catholic teaching.
Here are some photos and comments from
students who have enjoyed the Youth Club so far…
“I like funny. I like
the drama. I like
the club.”
“We
learned
many thing. We
liked Youth Club
as it’s a drama.
We had good fun
every
Monday.
We had good
activities.”
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AUTUMN TUITION CAMP
(for Syrian and other refugee children)
Following an innovative and highly successful 4 week Summer Tuition Camp, the school
opened its doors for two days over the half term holiday to its population of Syrian and
other refugee children from the Middle East. In addition to the 25 who are already
students of Newman, brothers and sisters, cousins and friends asked to join, swelling our
numbers to almost 50 children. We welcomed children as young as 4 years old and in one
case there were as many as 6 from one family all learning together. Many could not speak
a word of English when we started but relished the chance to start learning and became
shockingly bold to have a go. More than 20 volunteers gave of their time for the two days.
They came from all walks of life; some with overseas refugee camp experience, university
students, staff from local secondary schools, church members and members of the local
Muslim community. They arrived with ideas in abundance to excite and delight the
children who in turn were hungry to learn and desperately keen to better themselves. We
taught Maths, English and Science in 3 ability groups spanning the age range and language
fluency, with the bonus of an afternoon’s amazing drama experience designed and
delivered by a team of 9 from Tricycle Theatre. We inspired the children at the start of the
Camp with the famous Cervantes quote ‘Believe there are no limits but the sky’ and they
stretched, expanded and shone beyond belief.
Here is what the students said:
“We are working on a higher level than we used to be in the school academic year”.
“I would like to be more strong and complete. What I wish in the future to let my country
be proud of me”.
“I want to go again. Please Yasmin (her sister). Every day”.
Here is what the teachers said:
“Autumn Camp showed me that whatever background or religion you are, people can love
each other and achieve something”.
“I think the students and staff really embraced the spiritual side of the Camp and that was
lovely to see – it did not matter about the different religions but they clearly adopted
kinship and good values”.
“The strength and resilience of the children surprised me. Such inspiration for and a real
eye-opener for anyone complaining about life in general”.
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Our Newman Catholic College Citizens team attended the Annual
Schools Conference and won two prestigious awards: School of the
Year and Largest CitySafe Zone 2017.
London Citizens Second Annual Schools Conference which was held on Thursday
2nd March 2017 at Kings College London. It was a gathering of schools who work
in partnership with Citizens UK from North and South London. It was a
celebration of the hard work and dedication of all students in London; who have
brought safety and equality to their local communities in the past year. Not only
was it a chance to celebrate our work, the second part of the conference had
workshops to share and teach best practice in taking social action in schools.
Citizens UK unites people of different faiths and backgrounds to work together
for the Common Good, the conference was an important event as in the wake of
Brexit, funding cuts to inner city schools and ongoing education challenges, it is
important we work together with senior leaders, students and teachers from
across London for the common good and to make schools the best they can be.
Our London Citizens team made of 17 students, from Years 7-13 gathered in
Kings College London, along with 12 other schools in the famous Great Hall. It
was a key moment when Miss Grace and Jose (Year 11) were asked to chair the
event on the day. The special guest at the event was Baroness Tessa Jowell who
gave the keynote speech and presented the awards on the day. The awards that
were being presented to schools were post-16 Leader of the Year, pre- 16 Leader
of the Year, Local Action of the Year, The CitySafe Award and (the most
prestigious of them all) The School of Year. Newman Catholic College won two
prestigious awards Largest City Safe Zone 2017 and London Citizens School of
the Year 2017.
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Not only were we winners of two prestigious
awards, the students were given the privilege
and opportunity to deliver a workshop to other
schools on Safety – Making our streets safer for
students. Citysafe, is a campaign to create safe
havens for vulnerable people on our streets,
both students and adults. Newman Catholic
College has created the largest Citysafe zone in
the country and in the process built hundreds of
relationships in the community and with local
businesses. We have worked closely with the
Police and the Council and inspired the people
of Harlesden to see young people as an asset
not a burden.
Our upper school students (Year 10 and 11)
delivered the workshop to students and
teachers from other schools in London. The
workshop was an opportunity to showcase the
work we have done and help other schools make
the same change in their local area. The lower
year students (Year 7, 8 and 9) had an important
task to go to other workshops jobs being
delivered, take notes and report ideas back to
our London Citizens team in the next meeting.
Our school has also been involved in Refugees
Welcome supporting Brent Action for Refugees
at their events, Hate Crime Listening campaign.
We are also becoming a Living Wage employer.
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